MS 0797
Tucker, N.G.
Papers, 1925-1952

DESCRIPTION

Correspondence and mine equipment catalogs relating to ownership of the Big Blue Mine, 1933-1947; and correspondence and contracts related to professional boxing in California, 1930; and personal correspondence from wife, Jane Braathen to Art Braathen, 1940s.

1 box, .25 linear ft.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Braathen was a mine owner and operator (according to the documents); the mine was located near Amado, Arizona in the Tyndall Mining District.

ACQUISITION

Unknown.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society - Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

Kim Frontz prepared this finding aid in May 2010.